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	Similar to unraveling a math word problem, Security Intelligence: A Practitioner's Guide to Solving Enterprise Security Challenges guides you through a deciphering process that translates each security goal into a set of security variables, substitutes each variable with a specific security technology domain, formulates the equation that is the deployment strategy, then verifies the solution against the original problem by analyzing security incidents and mining hidden breaches, ultimately refines the security formula iteratively in a perpetual cycle. You will learn about:

	
		Secure proxies – the necessary extension of the endpoints
	
		Application identification and control – visualize the threats
	
		Malnets – where is the source of infection and who are the pathogens
	
		Identify the security breach – who was the victim and what was the lure
	
		Security in Mobile computing – SNAFU



	With this book, you will be able to:

	
		Identify the relevant solutions to secure the infrastructure
	
		Construct policies that provide flexibility to the users so to ensure productivity
	
		Deploy effective defenses against the ever evolving web threats
	
		Implement solutions that are compliant to relevant rules and regulations
	
		Offer insight to developers who are building new security solutions and products
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Manager's Guide to the Sarbanes-Oxley Act: Improving Internal Controls to Prevent FraudJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	A recent CBS poll revealed that, as a result of corporate scandals at Enron, WorldCom,
	Adelphia Communications, and others, a whopping two-thirds of Americans believe that
	corporate executives are dishonest. This overall assessment is even worse now than during
	the last financial crises, the savings and loan debacle of the 1980s....
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Inside the Windows 95 File System: IFSMgr, The Installable File System Manager (Nutshell Handbooks)O'Reilly, 1997

	This book details the Windows 95 File System, depicting the role it plays in providing opportunities and challenges for developers. Over the course of the book, Stan Mitchell progressively strips away the layers of the Win95 File System, which reside in a component named Installable File System Manager or IFSMgr, providing the reader with...
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Quartz 2D Graphics for Mac OS X(R) DevelopersAddison Wesley, 2006
On Mac OS X, Macintosh developers depend on the graphics and imaging frameworks of the Core Graphics system to implement multimedia features in their applications. With Core Graphics Apple has answered the increasing demands of graphics developers with a powerful collection of tools, including Quartz 2D and Core Image. Quartz 2D is a modern drawing...
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JavaScript for Absolute Beginners (Getting Started)Apress, 2010

	If you are new to both JavaScript and programming, this hands-on book is for you. Rather than staring blankly at gobbledygook, you'll explore JavaScript by entering and running hundreds of code samples in Firebug, a free JavaScript debugger. Then in the last two chapters, you'll leave the safety of Firebug and hand-code an uber cool...
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Learning VirtualDubPackt Publishing, 2005
VirtualDub is one of the most popular video processing application for Windows. As an Open Source application, it's free, and is constantly updated and expanded by an active community of developers and experts. VirtualDub particularly popular for capturing video from analogue sources such as video tape, cleaning up the image and compressing it...
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Interventional Cardiology: Percutaneous Noncoronary Intervention (Contemporary Cardiology)Humana Press, 2005

	A comprehensive survey of nonsurgical treatment for a variety of heart diseases that affect the cardiac valves, the heart muscle, and the structure of the heart. The authors describe who these procedures are useful for, how to do them, and how well they work. Major topics of discussion include percutaneous techniques for valvular heart...
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